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THE BROWNIAN MOTION:
A NEGLECTED TOOL FOR THE COMPLEXITY
ANALYSIS OF SORTED TABLES MANIPULATION (*)
by G. LOUCHARD ( x )

Communicated by J,-F. PERROT

Abstract. — The Brownian Motion is shown to be a useful tooi in analysing sorted tables:
— firstly to easily get asymptotic results on the complexity of manipulation algorithms;
— secondly to shed more light on the probabilistic behaviour of these algorithms.
Résumé. — Dans cet article, le Mouvement Brownien est proposé comme outil efficace dans
t analyse des tables ordonnées :
— d'abord pour obtenir aisément des résultats asymptotiques sur la complexité d'algorithmes de
manipulation;
— ensuite pour éclairer le comportement probabiliste de ces algorithmes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many tables searching methods have been analysed, mainly in order to
obtain their asymptotic complexity. Among them, let us mention: the
Interpolation Search, the Interpolation-then-Sequential Search, the FastSearch, the /?-Search.
Tables sorting methods often deal with permutations such as Shellsort.
Complexity results are often obtained by delicate and advanced techniques
such as martingales, combinatorial arguments, information theory, summation
formulas,... Very often ad-hoc methods have to be devised.
In this preliminary paper, we intend to show that many complexity results
can easily be deduced from the properties of a well-know continuous Markov
Process: the Brownian Motion.
The approach provides a new and usually simpler analysis tool.
(*) Received in April 1982, revised in January 1983.
C) Université libre de Bruxelles, Laboratoire d'Informatique théorique CP212, boulevard du
Triomphe, 10S0 Bruxelles, Belgique.
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The Brownian Motion (also called Wiener process, see §2) has many
interesting properties and a lot of other processes (among them the standard
random walk) converge, in a suitable sensé, to it.
Using these convergences, we are able to obtain new results, or to prove
easily old results, on asymptotic complexity of sorted tables manipulations.
We also get a simpler proof of a recent resuit of Sedgewick [14], on
inversions in 2-ordered permutation. The main characteristic of the method
is that one first proves the convergence of some stochastic paths to a
Brownian Motion (or some variant of it) and then uses classical results on this
Motion (such as crossing times) to get asymptotic behaviour of important
parameters.
Once these asymptotic results are obtained, standard reasoning lead easily
to gênerai complexity results: this reasoning is well described in the aftermentioned papers and we shall not always repeat it. We are mainly interested
in finding asymptotic properties of basic probabilities and averages.
The paper is organised as follows: § II is a review of Brownian Motion and
its main properties, §111 deals with Interpolation Search. Theorems 1, 2, 3, 4
are new. Several previous known results can been easily deduced from them.
§ IV describes how our method can be applied to the />-Search. Theorem 5 is
well-known, Theorem 6 is new. Using our methods we get a more processoriented proof of Theorem 5. This proof could perhaps lead to solving an
open problem. §V shows how a Brownian correspondence lemma helps to
write a shorter proof on an approximation of the average number of inversions
in a 2-ordered permutation. This approximation was previously proved by
delicate sommation and combinatorial arguments in Sedgewick [14]. §VI
concludes the paper and mentions a few possible areas of future research.
2. THE BROWNIAN MOTION

The Brownian Motion, or Wiener Process, TI(M) ( 0 ^ U < + O O ) is a
continuous Markov process with transition density defined as follows (see Ito
and McKean [10] for detailed description):

a]=L=exp\\~{*>~~a) ~L,
^/2K(V-U)

for u^v.

L 2(I?-M)

The density is clearly Gaussian. A Brownian Bridge ^(0 (0 ^ t ^ 1) is a
Brownian Motion starting form 0 at time 0 and conditioned to return to 0 at
time 1.
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The density of £ (0 is giyen by:

ut ( 1 - t )
and its covariance is given by:

^u(l-v)

for

(see, for instance, Doob [6], Donsker [5], Ito and McKean [10], p. 40).
We also have the équivalence:

where r| (M) (0 ^ u < + oo) is an ordinary Brownian Motion.
The crossing time of a Brownian Motion r| (M) and a straight line p 4- qu is
given by the following density (dating back to Chandrasekhar [3], see also Cox
and Miller [4], p. 221):

r ~(p+^ü)2n
\

—

Idv.

3. INTERPOLATION SEARCH

3.1 The algorithm
Let us try to find the location of an existing key a in a sorted table of n
values, drawn from a uniform [0, 1] distribution. The interpolation search first
probes the position [n a], and repeats iteratively the same search rule in case
of failure.
It is well known that the asymptotic complexity of this algorithm is
0(log log n) (all logarithms are base 2).
See for instance Gonnet et al. [8, 9], Yao and Yao [15], Perl et al [13].
3.2 The Brownian Motion perspective
Let Fn be the sample distribution function for a sample of n points drawn
from a uniform [0, 1] distribution.
We have the weak convergence (in the uniform convergence topology):

y/n[Fn(t)-t]
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where ^(t) is a Brownian Bridge (Brownian Motion starting from 0 at time 0
and conditioned to return to 0 at time 1).
We can then hope to get asymptotic resuit on the algorithm by using this
correspondence: distributions and crossing times have explicitly known
expression for this Markov process.
3.3 Asymptotic results on Interpolation Search
Three new asymptotic results can be obtained on the behaviour, at step k,
of the probability P(fc) of success, of the searched key a(k) and of the sample
dimension n(k).
AU the proofs show a common pattern: the correspondence with the
Brownian Motion is used for the first step (fc = l) and one then proceeds by
induction.
The asymptotic resuit of Theorem 3 can be summarized in an easily
constructed and interpreted binary tree.
THEOREM

1: The probability P (k) ofa success at step k is asymptotically given

by:
1

1

where ~ dénotes the asymptotic n-equivalence:

Proof: (a) The probability of a success at the first consultation (k = 1) is
asymptotically given by:

V27ia(l-a) yfîi
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(b) In case of failure, the density of the value u of the key observed in
position [n a] is asymptotically given by:

L V

sfö ) 1
= Pr[min(u':

where r| is a classical Brownian Motion.
Letu7(l-u') = i/. Weget:
Pr[min(t; / : r\(v') = aLy
r

by the result mentioned in §IL
Let u = a+y. We get, af ter a few manipulations, the following asymptotic
density for y:

(l-a)
y/2nai(l-

(1)

eXP 2ot

L O-a)J *'

which shows that y is a Normal variable with standard déviation:

(2)
One can show that this asymptotic distribution is still correct for a == nn

(1

e)

<e<l.
(c) Let us now proceed by induction.
Let the probability of a success at step (k — 1) be given by:

In case of failure at the first step, two possibilities can arise: y > 0 or y < 0.
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We are then led to a table of nt keys, where we look for the position of key
a x , with;
(i) y > 0:

(ii) y < 0:

The probability of success at step k is asymptotically given by:

-n/

iri
-ni
2

ai

(1—ai)

J

2a(l-a)

V"

r

n/

i r 2(i-a-j>)212""""

Let z=ny 2 /(2a(l -a)). We get after transformation:

') f " g"z f

2

T"'"",

" J o VnzLV"2o(l-a)VzJ
r

2V" Jo V"

z < 1 / 2 + 2 à)
à)

aa 211

" L" (( --a >
V
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2: Let a(fe) and n(k) be the searched key and the sample dimension

at step k.
Let:

with:

We have asymptotically:

with:

j=2

Proof: Proceeding as in Theorem 1, we get for k ^ 2:

-l)|

-p=

J-aO-a)^

dz

'
REMARK;

v

We know (Bateman [1], p. 6) that:
n

2vil 2

r(v)=2 - ~">-T(2-"v)

f ] [n 1/2 r(l/2+2- m D)].
ra=l

We can then write v|» and 9 in a compact form:
(a) let v= -1/2 in (3). We get:

and:
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and:
^

(4)

fc-> oo

(b) let i > - l in (3). We get:

m=l

and:
)

r(i+2-*)

and:
9(*) 4 1/4.
fc - >

(5)

00

THEOREM 3: Let a (fc) and n (fc) defined as in Theorem 2. Ler a* (fc) = min [a (fc),
(1 — a (fc))] and D (fc) = a* (fc) n (fc). We get asymptotically:

Proof: Proceeding as before, we get:

J o >AZ

V71

Induction is then straightforward. V
It is interesting to analyse the asymptotic behaviour of a (fc), n (fc) and y (fc)
during the successive steps.
Let a*=min (a, (1-a)). We get:

and:
a*(fc)

or:
[see part (c) of Theorem's 1 proof)].
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The probability P (k) of success at step k is given by:

All possible configurations of the tripiet (ot* (fc) | n (k) | y (fc)) can be
summarized in an asymptotic binary tree as follows.
Probability
of success

Step 1

1
1

Step 2

l/n*

Step 3

l/nö

l/n 1

The asymptotic behaviour of the probability of success conforms to
Theorem 1.
3.4 Connection with previous results

Some asymptotic lemmas used by several authors in complexity analysis are
easily deduced from our theorems. Let us mention the following examples.
vol. 17, n° 4, 1983
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(à) From (2) we asymptotically obtain Pr\y^k
Tchebycheff inequality) and letting:

y/ö/n] ^ 1/fc2 (by

h = <xn,

we get:
r

V>

64

/

128

which corresponds to Lemma 3 of Yao and Yao [15]; this lemma is crucial in
their proof of the 0 (log log n) complexity of Interpolation Search.
(b) from Theorem 1, we get P(l) ~ 1/(2 ^fïtà) which is identical to Gonnet
[8] (3.5.9.) and Gonnet et al [9] (3.11) (to compare équations, let us mention
that 0G used in Gonnet [8 and 9]: 9G = na(l - a ) = 2Ö in this paper).
(c) From Theorem 2, we get E (0 (2)) - y/d/^/n
Gonnet [8] (3.4.36) and Gonnet et ai [9] (3.25).
But, from the equivalent resuit:

which is identical to

Gonnet gets (by Jensen inequality):

which is less précise than the asymptotic resuit (for large k) we get from
Theorem 2 and (5):

(d) From Theorem 1 and (4) we get (for large k):

which is more précise than the resuit of Gonnet [8] (3. S. 12) and Gonnet
étal [9] (3.35):

^ \/2(n6y2'k.
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(e) Using the same method as in Theorem 3, we get:

which corresponds to inequality (7) of Perl et al [13].
(ƒ) For large fc, we get from (5):

£[/>(*)]-i
but:
2
We get then, asymptotically, inequality (8) of Perl et al. [13].
3.5 Extension to other interpolation algorithms
3.5.1. Interpolation-then-sequential search
In case of failure after the first interpolation search, we run systematically
through the remaining table.
The following theorem gives a new result on the mean number of
consultations P s (oc) in case of first failure.
THEOREM 4: The mean number of consultations Ps(aî) in case of first failure
is asymptotically given by:

p,(.).

r 2 n a ( 1

-a)

ï

Proof: Proceeding as bef ore, we get:

COROLLARY:

The average number consultations on [0, 1] is given by

«Jnn/32.
Proof: Immédiate by intégration of P(s, ot) on [0, 1].
The last result is identical to Gonnet [8] (3.8.18).
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3.5.2. Fast Search
The aim of this generalization of Interpolation Search is to prevent
détérioration arising from non-uniform distribution. See Burton et al [2],
Lewis et al. [12].
The authors propose two modifications:
(i) at the beginning, the table is consulted only from position y/n to
position n — yfn (the gap is initialized to y/n);
(ii) in case of failure and if the searched key lies in the largest of the two
subintervals, the gap is doubled.
These modifications are used at each subtable consultation (see details in
the two mentioned papers).
In [12], the authors prove that the length of a consulted subtable is reduced
to y/n in constant expected consultations number.
Taking again the binary tree of §3, we add a new parameter "gap" to each
tripiet a*, w, y.
As the gap, in [0, 1] scale, is 1/y/n, we get the following asymptotic tree:

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

l/n

Step 4

We check immediately that, asymptotically, in 4 steps maximum, we reduce
the length from n to 0( % /n).
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4. P-SEARCH

4.1. The algorithm
This technique probes (iteratively) the position [pn] in the sorted table where
p is a fixed parameter (Binary Search and Fibonaccian Search are particular
cases of p-search, see Knuth [11], §6.2.1).
It would be quite useful to get the average number E (ot, n) of consultations
necessary to find key ot. This is an open problem. Nevertheless, we know an
approximation of the a-average of this quantity:
n) da.

Indeed, it is proved (Knuth [11], §6.2.1, Ex. 20) that:
THEOREM

5: An approximation of E(n) is asymptotically given by:
E (n) ~ logt n where b =pp qq.

Proof: The short proof of Knuth goes as follows:
E(n)=l+pE(pn) + qE(qri),

n > 1,

with:

which gives immediately E (n) — logfc n. V

4.2. Asymptotic probabilités
The probabilities of success are characterized by the following new result:
6. — Let us dénote the 2k consultation intervals, at step k9 resulting
from k successive subdivisions, by ditk, Ï = 1... 2* [these intervals result from
developing (p + q)k]. Let the position of the point ct be given by:
THEOREM

i-l
c

i = Z dit k +pdit k
/=o

vol. 17, n°4, 1983
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The probability of success at step fc+ 1 (as function of a) is asymptotically
given by 2k Gaussian curves, centered at 2* points c,-. The Gaussian function
centered in ct is given by:

sflnnpq
The area under each curve is given by l/w.
Proof:
(i) Proceeding as in §2, we see that, asymptotically, the probability of
success at the first step: P ( l , a, n) is given by (letting q= 1 — p):
,

a,n)~

n(p-a)2l

1

1

f nip-OL)2-] 1
exp - — r
—7=

2

L
OL-p
as

/

«J ^

( 1 \
must be 0 ( —= I.

(ii) In case of failure at step 1, the asymptotic density of the value u of the
key found in position \pn\ is asymptotically given by (letting u—p-\-y):

flnpq

exp

[see (1)]

-

if a < />, the probability of success at step 2 is given by:
r«-P

yfn

J _œ Jlnpq

r ny2~\(x
a-p~y
\
ftvp —-^— P( 1,
— - , nq)dy

L

2

P<ÏJ \

Q-y

)

exp - > ^ - P 1,

2^iï

2

,np)dy.

L ^ J V p+y
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We see immediately that the first intégral is asymptotically (exponentially)
negligible and we get by our usual transformation:

Similarly, if a > />, we get:

The probability of success at step 2 is thus asymptotically given (as function
of a) by two Gaussian-like functions, centered at p2 and p+pq, with
standard-deviation:

with height:
1

1

and
respectively.
The area under each curve is l/n.
(iii) Induction or k is straightforward.

V

4.3. Another approach to Theorem 5
Although we have not yet succeded in computing asymptotics for E (a, n\
we can get another proof of Theorem 5.
Indeed, in first approximation, the discovery of a happens when step k
corresponds to an interval ditk of length l/n (containing in the average 1 key)
and covering a.
A first approximation of E (ri) is thus given by:

i
vol. 17, n°4, 1983
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To
(à)
(b)
(c)

compute this approximation, we observe that:
for large n, k is also large;
k and i can be replaced by real-valued variables K and i;
the binomial distribution may be replaced by a normal:

(d) the set {i: plqk~l

= 1/n} must be replaced by a set of intervals:

[ I * ( K ) - P ! (K, n) £ i £ i*(K) + p 2 (K, n)],

containing the value i* (K) defined by:
ƒ>'• «*-'•= 1/n

(7)

and such that the set of all these intervals partition exactly [0, 1].
These intervals are defined later.
Finally (6) becomes:

(») ~

exp - ± - ï £

K

(8)

(é) the maximum on K of the Gaussian is realized in K* defined by:

i. e.:
p** Pq**«=i/n

or

K* = îogb n.

(9)

Letting:
= l*-K/>,

Yi(T|, «) = p!(K5 ïi\

=K-K*,

y 2 (r| 5 n) = p2(K, n)

(8) becomes:

(K*+n)"zv'";^^exp| - £ - U;

(io)

( ƒ ) (7) can also be written as:
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ï. e.:

E = 5n

with

8=

logp -log q

(g) Yi and y2 can be computed as follows. Let p < q.
Let k be fixed and let djfk be one interval p*qk~j.
To each interval of this kind corresponds, at step k + 1 , 2 intervals: pdjt k and
qdjt fc.

In order to partition exactly [0,1], it is necessary that the largest unused
interval in the sum:
1 +Y2
+ Y2-1
1

"

fk\

z ( W-'.
correspond (by p-subdivision) to the smallest interval at step k + 1 which gives:

or:
^

^

(12)

But we see then the first term of (11) also gives, by ^-subdivision, an interval
l/nip/qf2'1 atstepfc + 1.
To prevent counting these intervals twice, it is necessary to substract q from
(12), which finally gives:

plogp + qlogq
Yi+Y2=—
l o g p - log q

.
= -8.

The case p > q is similarly treated.
(h) We finally get from (10):
+0

°

1

(*
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Of course our (lengthy) proof is rather complex, especially compared with
Knuth's proof! However:
— it sheds some light on the detailed asymptotic behaviour of success
probabilities;
— we believe that it is the right approach to try the computation of E (CL, n).
5. SPEED-UP OF A PROOR INVERSIONS IN TWO-ORDERED PERMUTATION

5.1. Two-ordered permutations

A practical improvement to classical insertion sort, called Shellsort, makes
several passes through a file, each time sorting h independent subfiles of
éléments spaced by h. In attempting to analyse the simplest version in which
h takes value 2, we need the average number A (n) of inversions in a 2-ordered
permutation of the 2n values {1...2n} i.e. a permutation consisting of two
interleaved sorted permutations. See for instance Knuth[ll], §5.2.1, Ex. 15.
5.2. Approximation of A (n)
THEOREM

7. — An approximation of A(n) is given by:
A {n).

This theorem is proved in Sedgewick [14], p. 162-166, by delicate summation
and combinatorial arguments. Sedgewick mentions that a shorter proof is
available through a combinatorial generating function argument: using
Knuth's correspondent to paths in a lattice diagram it is possible to show
that the generating function:
B(w, z ) =

w'p>zinv<p>

£
ail 2 ordered perms P

[where inv(P) is the number of inversions in P] satisfies:
w
However, this dérivation not only involves an indirect argument using the
generating function for particular types of paths in the lattice but also some
complicated manipulations with derivatives of these generating functions.
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5.3. Another proof of Theorem 7
Let us first prove a correspondence lemma.
Dénote by <p (ï, i+j) the probability that position i of the odd part of the
permutation contains value i+j. Letting k = i+j, cp(j, i+j) is given by (see
Sedgewick [14], p. 163):

Let the path «(*, k), corresponding to a given partition, be defined as
follows: u(i) = k if position i of the odd part of the permutation contains
value k.
LEMMA: Path u is asymptotically equivalent to a Brownian Bridge.
Proof: Let:

k
X

Yn

i
n'

that:
2n-k
2n

1

X

and

k-i

n

= 2x—y.

By Stirling's formula we get:

V(2x->0(l-2x+y)
Letting now:
z
x=y+—=
J2n

so that 2x—y=x+

z
2z
— =y+ ,—»
J2n
J2n

and using the well-know formula:

We get after a few manipulations the asymptotic density of z:

The covariance of z is checked by the same method. V
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Theorem 7 is now easily proved as follows.
Proof:
n

A

(n)= I

n

I |i-j-11q>(», i+J) (.seeSedgewick[14], p. 163),

• =1 j = 0

but:
\i-j\ = \2i-k\ = \y-x\2n=y/2n\z\.
Asymptotically, we then get:
Ç1 A f + " C T P [ - ^ / 2 J > ( 1 - y ) ] i i ,
«O'
/
—\z\dz=

n V 2

^

r,
. V

5.4. Some comments
It is clear again that finding a correspondence between some paths and a
Brownian processes is a useful key in getting asymptotic formulas. Indeed the
main problem is usually to find and prove the correspondence.
6. CONCLUSION

Using the Brownian Motion and Gaussian-like functions we can get easily
old and new asymptotic results on sorted tables manipulation (i. e. search and
sorting algorithms). A few of our results are sometimes less refined than what
we can (in some cases) get by delicate probability and combinatorial
techniques.
But, in addition to putting all these results in an unified framework, the
present approach seems to shed more light on the asymptotic behaviour of
some algorithms. The basic idea is first to show a correspondence between
some stochastic paths and Brownian Motion or some variant of it (through
some weak convergence defined in a suitable sensé).
We can then use all the collection of known results on Brownian Motion
properties to get asymptotic formulas for basic probabilities or averages.
We intend to pursue this approach on some open problems such as:
— computation of the average number E (a, n) of consultations necessary
to find, with />-Search, key a in a sorted table of n keys;
— asymptotic analysis of valued-path (see for instance Flajolet [7],
Chap. IV).
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